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Virtual Drive:
Document Manager
The Requirement
Searches the content of client’s
documents.
Improvement of user experience, reducing
the time spent searching their scans.
High availability of the solution.

Why Virtual Drive?
Virtual Drive was implemented in order to
offer a high added value service to clients.

Achieved Results
Virtual Drive centralizes, contains and
offers indexation and search services to
each application of its clients.
The clients execute searches on metadata
and/or the content of scanned documents.
The clients define their own types of
documents, metadata and filters.

Search, process and analysis
of high-volume data in real time with the
Mototech Group Big Data platform.
The Business
Youcapsule is a portal that aims to leave messages and a life
story of the owner for their beloved people as a “time capsule”,
which can only be opened by the recipient when the originator of
the capsule wishes, generally in the future.

The Problem
The main obstacle was to develop an App where a specific event
can be configured to occur in the future, then the recipient can
access that time capsule the moment the person who has sent it
wishes it to be opened. An example; a Grandmother can leave a
message to her newborn granddaughter the day she is married.
The main difficulty was how to make that happen, as well as how
to store digital information safely and that it can be available at
the right time.

The Solution
From an integrated procedural system with the extraction of
information from the recipients and using appropriate encryption
techniques and DevOps, the application was developed. It was
a very unique and one-of-a-kind request presented to Mototech
Group.

Benefits
The Company, based on the implemented solution, which contains the correct architecture
to allow for expected growth, is in the process of presenting the business plan to the VC’s
to expand it and use the marketing tools for its growth. The youcapsule site is executing as
planned.
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